Greetings!
It has been a busy month so far at Arras HQ and we're here to keep you up to date with all the latest
reports, news and of course, vacancies from the world of Project Management.
Including the report from our latest survey: UK Project Management Market Snapshot as well as news
about Amazon's attempt at AI recruiting and how to maintain your certifications for free.

Is it Really a Candidates Market?
In was reported this summer that the UK had it's lowest unemployment
rate since 1975, stating that a "candidates market" had emerged.
However, none of these reports were specific to project management so
naturally we were curious to find out more.
To try and build a clearer picture of what has been happening in the UK
project management domain we sent out a survey. We collected 500
responses, which have been collated into the report which you can access
here.
John Thorpe (author of the report and the PMBR) presented the results of the report live at Project
Challenge earlier this month where he also discussed: why the current market is confounding so many
experts, what is a candidates market? and who are the current winners and losers. John also took the
time to answer some questions from the floor.
You can view John's presentation from Project Challenge below:

>> Watch the presentation

AP-PM-2983: Digital/Print Project Manager - Communications Agency
Location: South West London London
Offering: £40K - £50K per year - negotiable dependent on experience + benefit
Type: Permanent
Start Date: ASAP - Post Interviews

AP-PM-2994: Project Manager - Pharmaceutical
Location: London London - City/Docklands
Offering: Up To £60k & Bonus & Benefits
Type: Fixed Term
Start Date: ASAP

AP-BA-P29757: SC cleared Business Analyst - Army Future Recruiting
Programme
Location: Andover - Marlborough Lines Hampshire
Offering: To £447 PSC - Deemed PAYE / £504 Umbrella per day - until 19/12/18
Type: Contract
Start Date: ASAP - Post Interview and security clearance

Whats New?

It Was the People Who Sank the
Titanic, Not the Iceberg!

Know Your PMO's Worth

Amazon scraps secret AI
recruiting tool that showed bias
against women

Stand Up For PMO
Manchester - 21st Nov
Stand Up for PMO takes place at the iconic Comedy Store.
PMO Flashmob’s Stand Up for PMO is a unique blend of
learning; interactive sessions and collaborative peer
networking bringing a fresh take on the idea of a
conference.
Each session is delivered in a unique way, designed to inform and inspire.
It’s all about learning from each other and taking an active part in shaping the event so you get the
most out of it.
It’s for those passionate about PMO, looking for PMO conversations; learning new PMO insights and
meeting new PMO friends.
Book Now

Camel Blog
Project Management Q&A –
Maintaining Your PMP
Certification for Free
We share our advice for maintaining your
project management certifications for the
lowest possible cost.

Read More

7 Linkedin Tips for Project
Professionals
Love it or hate it, you can’t deny that it’s
become a premium recruitment platform.
Find out how to get noticed online.

Read More

Project Success: Is On Budget or
On Time Enough Anymore?
It used to be that project success was based
on three key project success determiners: on
budget delivery, on-time delivery, and

customer satisfaction. But is this enough
anymore?

Read More

Free PRINCE2 Virtual Classroom Sessions Worth £99
Registration has been reopened for the SPOCE free PRINCE2 and project overview virtual classroom
sessions each worth £99. Click here to find out more and to register.

>>Access Now







